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The 2022 Ford Transit is a versatile full-size van with exceptional capabilities. It offers 

various configurations, including cargo, crew, and passenger options. Powered by a 

choice of V-6 engines, it delivers strong performance. Notable features include a 

towing capacity of up to 7500 pounds, excellent handling, a quiet cabin, and a 

comprehensive suite of driver assists. The Transit Passenger Van accommodates up to 

15 passengers and offers advanced tech options like Sync 4 infotainment and 

Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control. With its versatility, ample passenger room, and 

available all-wheel drive, the Ford Transit is an excellent choice for commercial or 

recreational needs. 
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The Ford Transit showcases its spirited nature with the turbocharged 3.5-liter V6 

engine. Its acceleration is smooth and effortless, thanks to the 10-speed automatic 

transmission. Whether you're maneuvering through city streets or needing a burst of 

power on steep inclines or from a stop, the EcoBoost engine delivers exceptional 

performance. In fact, this impressive van can reach 0 to 60 mph in just 8.7 seconds. 

Such agility and speed are truly remarkable for a vehicle of its size and weight. 

While the turbocharged 3.5-liter V6 engine enhances the Transit's performance, it 

comes at the expense of fuel economy. Due to its heavy-duty nature, the Transit lacks 

an official EPA rating for fuel efficiency. However, our tests revealed that even during 

long highway drives, we were unable to achieve a fuel economy exceeding 13 mpg. 

Did You Crash Your 2022 Ford Transit? 

Your day was like any other, you were minding your own business when you suddenly 

had a car accident. Did you know that a wrecked and repaired car can lose over 

$7,820 in value? 

Diminished Value Calculator 

 Before Accident Cash Value $39,100 

 After Accident Cash Value  $31,280 

 Diminished Value   $7,820 

No matter who was at fault, you're entitled to diminished value. Would you like to 

know how much your car lost due to a collision? Get a FREE Claim Review or call us 

now at (877) 667-2326 and get the money you deserve. 

Licensed Auto Appraisers specializing in Diminished Value, Total Loss, Actual Cash 

Value, Classic Cars, and Insurance Claim Settlements. Don't accept the insurance 

company's offer before talking to us, we can often help you get more money! 
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